Worksheet 6. Vocabulary practice

Choose the correct word or phrase to complete each sentence.

1. Painters paint pictures. (Authors / Events) write books, articles, plays, and movies.

2. All the students were in class yesterday. All the students were (absent / present).

3. In many countries, a person can vote as soon as she or he (gets / reaches) 18.

4. When you tell someone how to do something, you are making (an accomplishment / a suggestion).

5. The movie has won a number of (awards / balloons) for the best picture of the year.

6. A five-star restaurant is probably (expensive / far away).

7. Our teacher is quite (humorous / happy). He has told us lots of funny stories.

8. Have you ever dreamed (off / about) flying?

9. Check (on / off) all the things on this list that you have already done.

10. (Write / Read) your password on a piece of paper and put it in your desk drawer.

11. Please leave a (message / prize) on my voice mail.

12. You can read a (description / prize) of the five-star hotel in the guide book.

13. My grandmother has traveled in 87 countries during her (lifetime / activities).

14. This is a difficult problem. Let’s (enrich / focus on) it now. We need to find a solution.

15. Aunt Sarah says she is 39, but (actually / finally) she is 49. She was born 49 years ago.